There are many facts known about the size of subsets of certain kinds in free lattices and free products of lattices. Examples: every chain in a free lattice is at most countable; every "large" subset contains an independent set; if the free product of a set of lattices contains a "long" chain, so does the free product of a finite snbset of this set of lattices. Here we investigate these problems in the setting of a variety V of m-lattices, where m is an infinite regular cardinal. An m-lattice L is a lattice in which for any nonempty set S with lSI <m, the meet and join exist in L. We obtain generalizations of many finitary results to the m-complete case. Our basic set-theoretic tool is the ErdosRado theorem. In this paper, m is an infinite regular cardinaL The prefix "m-" is consistently used to extend concepts from the usual case of finitary joins and meets; for further details, see [6] and [7].
1. Preliminaries. Lower-ease German letters denote cardinals. Lower-case Greek letters denote ordinals; cardinals are identified with initial ordinals.
A family (Si liE I) of sets is a A-system with ke'rnel D iff
Si n Sj = D whenever i =1= j and i, j E I. The cardinal 11 is strongly m-inaccessible iff b a < 11 whenever a < m and b < 11. For example, Let 11 > m be regular and strongly m-inaccessible. The ErdQsRado theorem [3, Lemma 1] states that for any family (Sala < 11) of sets with IS",I < m whenever a < tl, there is N 11 with INI=n such that (S", Ia E N) is a A-system.
In this paper, m is an infinite regular cardinaL The prefix "m-" is consistently used to extend concepts from the usual case of finitary joins and meets; for further details, see [6] and [7] .
A variety V of m-Iattices or m-variety is a class of m-Iattices that is closed under m-homomorphic images, m-sublattices and products. V shall always denote a nontrivial m-variety.
The V-free m-product L of a family (L i liE I) of m-lattices in V is the m-Iattice LEV (unique up to isomorphism) that contains each L i (i E I) as an m-sublattice and is m-generated by X = lJ(L,:Ii E I) (disjoint union) such that any family <Pi: L, -+ K of m-homomorphisms into any K E V can be extended to an m-homomorphism of L into K. In particular, if each L. (i E I) is a one-element lattice, then L is the V-free m-lattice generated by X. We omit mention of V if it is the variety L m of all m-Iattices. We also omit m if m =~o.
Let X = {x" Ia < m} be a set of variables. The m-polynomials in X, defined in [6] , are built up using formal joins and meets of less than m elements, starting from X. The set Pm(X) of all mpolynomials in X has cardinality 2~. Let L be an m-Iattice that is m-generated by a set X. We can express any element a E L as a = pea) where p E Pm(X), Y c X is the set of variables appearing in p, and a is a mapping from Y to X. By induction on the rank of p (see [6] A subset Y of a free m-Iattice L is m-independent iff the m-sublattice of L m-generated by Y is (isomorphic to) the free m-Iattice generated by Y. Sinde m-irredundancy is equivalent to m-independency for subsets of a free m-Iattice [6] , we obtain a result due to F. Galvin and B. Jonsson [4] If n is singular and cofinal with~o, then there are two lattices satisfying the n-chain condition whose V-free product does not satisfy the n-chain condition. If n is cofinal with~o, then there are countably many chains of cardinality <n, whose V-free product does not satisfy the n-chain condition (B. Jonsson [9] and G. Gratzer a.nd B. Lakser [8] ). The next two results are the analogues for m-lattices.
D"" will denote the smallest nontrivial variety of Ut-Iattices (generated by 2, the two-element m-Iattice). Some open problems are listed in § 6.
3. Proof of Theorem 1. Let n be as in the statement of the theorem, let L be the V-free m-Iattice generated by a set X, and let Y be a subset of L with I YI = n. Since n is regular, 2~< n. Therefore, {rp(a) Ia e G'} is a chain of cardinality n in K, completing the proof.
Note that Corollary 1 of Theorem 1 also follows from Theorem 2. Theorem 4 is easier to prove. Indeed, if n;i m, the V-free m-lattice with n generators {a:« Ia < n} contains the chain {Y", Ia < n} of cardinality n, where Y", = V (a:~IfJ ;i a) whenever a <n. If n>m, then n = .l'(n", Ia < ttlo). where n", < n for all a < ttlo. Let°and 0", be successor ordinals of cardinality m o and net. respectively. where a < mo. The proof is completed similarly as in Theorem 3 by showing that each 0", can be embedded into the interval (a. a + 1) in the V-free m-product of°and the 0", (a < ttlo).
6. Open problems.
Problem 1. Is every V-free m-lattice a union of 2~antichains?
First we show that this holds for m = No. PROPOSITION 
Any V-free lattice is a countable union of antichains.
Proof. Let L be the V-free lattice generated by a set X. The following example shows that similar reasoning will not settle the uncountahle ease, (For notational simplicity, we only deal with the m = )itl case.) Let V be a nontrivial variety of~clattices and let L be a Vfree lattice generated by an infinite set X. We show that, in contrast with the m =~o case, permutations of X can create distinct comparable elements in L. Letp This problem was answered affirmatively for m =~o and V =D by G. Gratzer and H. Lakser [6] . For m =~o and V = L, an affirmative answer was found by M. E. Adams and D. Kelly [1) by separately proving the following two statements:
( i) The free product of a family (L i liE I) of lattices is isomorphic to a subposet of the completely free lattice generated by the poset lJ(Li 1i E I).
( ii ) If a poset X satisfies the n chain condition, then so does the completely V-free lattice generated by X.
It is shown in [6] that the statement corresponding to (i) for m-Iattices is valid. On the other hand, the following example shows that the analogue of (ii) is false.
Let m and n be uncountable cardinals and consider the poset X = {x~ln < co, a < n} where x~< x~iff m < n and a < {3. Then X contains only countable chains but the completely V-free lattice L generated by X contains a chain of cardinality n, where V is an arbitrary nontrivial variety of m-Iattices. For a < n let y" = V(x~ln < co); clearly, {Y"la < n} is a chain in L. Let a < {3 < n. If m = u+, a Boolean m-algebra in D m is called u-representable by R. Sikorski [10] . If, for any two distinct elements of an mlattice L, there is an m-homomorphism from L onto 2 separating the two elements, then L is in D... Thus, as observed in the proof of Lemma 3, any successor ordinal is an m-sublattice of a power set. It also follows that D m contains every m-complete chain. (Replace each element of an m-complete chain 0 by two elements, forming the chain Of; then Of is an m-sublattice of a power set and the obvious map from Of to 0 is an m-homomorphism.) Since the embedding of a chain into the Boolean algebra that it R-generates preserves all existing joins and meets (see [5] ), any m-complete chain is an m-sublattice of a Boolean m-algebra. However, the following example shows that m-congruences of maximal chains need not extend to m-congruences of Boolean m-algebras. (Contrast with the m =~o case in [5] .) Let B be the power set of [0, 1] and let C be the maximal chain in B consisting of all intervals of the form [0, x) 
